Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 2: Unit 13

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. a very large sea animal
2. to give money for things or work
3. a group of connected railroad cars
4. to remain in one place
5. I can hardly ___ till my birthday is here!
6. to brush on colored liquid
7. a large, deep hole in rock or earth
8. a dried grape
9. the day on which someone was born

Down
1. toward a place that is not near
2. You can gather stones or shells in this.
3. very large or very good
4. not night
5. Sometimes you need to ___ the ketchup bottle.
6. a dried grape
7. I love flowers because ___ are beautiful.
8. You can shape this into any form.